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Press Release 

“Internet Comes to Rensari, Malekula” 

(PHOTO: CONSTRUCTION WORKERS AROUND TELECENTRE BUILDING COMPLETING WORKS) 

To the delight of the local community, the construction of the first internet business centre 
managed the Telecommunication & Radiocommunication Regulator (TRR) is quickly coming to 
completion in Malekula. A team from the Port Vila based company INCITE who recently won 
the contract to provide this centre hope to complete works in the coming week <two weeks>.  

The centre will provide public internet access as well as business services including 
photocopying, fax, scanning, email and a large screen for projection of films and educational 
programs. The works underway also provide a dedicated internet connection to Rensari High 
School as well as internet services to the local health clinic staff. 

“Our approach is as holistic and inclusive” says the Regulator Mr Alan Horne “this means we 
include free computer skills and internet training for the public in the initial months. We also 
will co-ordinate closely with the clinic and school to ensure that full support is given as the 
internet is introduced.” 

This is the first trial of internet by TRR to the outer islands and aims to provide valuable lessons 
in how to provide sustainable and useful internet connectivity outside the main commercial 
centers of Vanuatu. 

 

About TRR: The Telecommunications and Radiocommunications Regulator (TRR) is the 
Telecommunications industry Authority. TRR was established under the Telecommunications and Radio-
communications Regulation Act No. 30 of 2009 with the overall responsibility to facilitate the 
development of the tele-communications sector and manage radio-frequency spectrum in order to 
promote national social and economic development.  
For more information please visit www.trr.vu, phone +678 27621 or email enquiries@trr.vu.   

http://www.trr.vu/
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“Rensari Connects to the World” 

(PHOTO: USERS CROWDED AROUND COMPUTER ON FIRST INTERNET SESSION) 

Today the excited first users connected Rensari community to the internet and joined the XXX 
million peopled online to the world wide web. 

The first of the internet business centers established by the Telecommunication & 
Radiocommunication Regulator (TRR) this project has provided a public internet and business 
centre, a dedicated internet connection to Rensari High School as well as internet services to 
the local health clinic staff. 

“we are very excited to see how this internet access is taken up by the community” says 
Marianne Birkilikilurku the TRR project manager for this trial “our aim is to work with the 
community and understand how internet can be useful to the people of Rensari. With the 
objective of applying our learning to a bigger project that introduces access to the internet in 
other islands.” 

The official opening for this centre is scheduled for early in 2012. 

 

About TRR: The Telecommunications and Radiocommunications Regulator (TRR) is the 
Telecommunications industry Authority. TRR was established under the Telecommunications and Radio-
communications Regulation Act No. 30 of 2009 with the overall responsibility to facilitate the 
development of the tele-communications sector and manage radio-frequency spectrum in order to 
promote national social and economic development.  
For more information please visit www.trr.vu, phone +678 27621 or email enquiries@trr.vu.   
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“Rensari Internet Centre Officially Opened” 

(VARIOUS PHOTOS: ) 

The Honourable Minister of XXX today officially declared the Rensari Telecentre open.  

The celebrations included speeches from xxxx and xxxx as well as traditional dancing, and a 
blessing from xxx minister.  

“We are dedicated to this project and to understanding how we can best serve our outer island 
community with access to the internet” says Mr Alan Horne, Telecommunication and 
radiocommunication regulator. “now that our communications companies have largely covered 
the islands with mobile phone access, internet is the logical progression.” 

Being the first of the internet business centers this project provides the initial funding to 
establish the public internet and business centre, a dedicated internet connection to Rensari 
High School as well as internet services to the local health clinic staff.  

“Our aim is to create sustainable internet centers” continues Mr Horne “although we have 
studies many similar projects around the world, we must learn firsthand what works in 
Vanuatu” 

 

About TRR: The Telecommunications and Radiocommunications Regulator (TRR) is the 
Telecommunications industry Authority. TRR was established under the Telecommunications and Radio-
communications Regulation Act No. 30 of 2009 with the overall responsibility to facilitate the 
development of the tele-communications sector and manage radio-frequency spectrum in order to 
promote national social and economic development.  
For more information please visit www.trr.vu, phone +678 27621 or email enquiries@trr.vu.   
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